We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of
SRE Platform Team Lead. We offer a rewarding and exciting
professional experience and opportunity to develop your
career in a highly competitive international environment.

SRE Platform Team Lead
Location: Krakow/remote

Role Purpose:
Seasoned SRE specialist or team lead to lead the efforts and a development team to design, implement, operate,
and support technologies, systems and tools to advance out next generation Technology Platforms

Scope of Responsibilities:
Act as a principal mentor for the team
Keep up to date with recent technologies in the Platform Technology area
Spearhead the design and implementation of the services
Act as a driving force in planning work and task allocation
Maintain oversight of all owned software components and documentation
Arrange coordination with other technology teams
Ensure good quality and production readiness of the solutions provided by the team
Organise ahead-of-time capacity planning
Arrange training for to wider IT Department of services provided by the team
Organise operational production support for platforms the team provision

Skills & Experience required:
Experience in running a medium sized team
Proven history (3+ years) of implementation, configuration, and support of a modern Development
platform tool chain
Experience in running a number of Technology Platforms / Systems
Use of programming languages (e.g. Python, Perl) to create production-grade APIs and integrations
Working knowledge of Linux environment
A benefit but not essential would be working knowledge within a Kubernetes environment
Good communication and interpersonal skills. Forward thinking, self-starter, able to work independently
Willingness to learn and adopt to new technologies
University / College bachelor level (or equivalent) degree

Offer:
Work in a startup-like environment that encourages ideas and creativity
A team of experienced developers helping each other improve their skills
Ability to choose the equipment you work with
Standing desk and ergonomic chair
Spacious and cozy office space in the heart of old Kraków
Flexible working hours and the possibility to work remotely
Competitive benefits package, including health care and gym pass (Multisport)
Kitchen full of coffee, tea, snacks, and fresh fruit
Salary in line with the market
Co-working, mentoring and personal development
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
magdalena.wielgos@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „ SRE Platform Team Lead” in the subject line.

